
ANCOMODAL

– reliable flexibility for
your containers



WHAT IS ANCOmodal?
ANCOmodal is both, an independent product line and an add-on to our well-known direct 
truck services. Headed by Matthias Averbeck and equipped with the best network of 
relevant suppliers, we are offering state-of-the-art intermodal transportation to and from 
all German ports as well as Rotterdam, Antwerp and selected Mediterranean ports. We 
combine the dense and effective intermodal network in Germany and surrounding 
countries with our own trucking expertise on the last mile. On selected locations in 
Germany (e.g. Munich, Stuttgart, Ulm and others) we can offer handling and storage 
outside of the regular and crowded infrastructure. This helps to reduce your costs by 
increasing flexibility, reducing turnaround and standstill times and helping you to reload/
reuse your import units or offer your export booking the empty container you need from 
our own inbound flows. Of course we are always aware of freetimes and closings, 
ensuring you get the most out of your transports.

WHY CHOOSE ANCOmodal?
We deliver improved efficiency for your containers as well as more capacity and more 
choice for your transports. Save CO2 and reduce overall emissions. Increase your bottom 
line by benefiting from our procurement expertise. While we ensure the best rates, the 
best schedules and timely transportation, you can focus on your business and your 
clients. We have firm capacity on all regular products and can also offer access to the 
most specialized services available (such as prioritized night shuttles between selected 
hubs) or brainstorm on dedicated solutions with you.

HOW DOES ANCOmodal WORK?
We select the most suitable route and option based on your transport needs. You will be 
informed about the schedule and all necessary information by our staff in Hamburg. 
Pricing will be tailor-made to your business and you can even gain access to our tariff 
tool, which covers all of Germany with just a click of the mouse.

ONE STOP COMPETENCY
Count on our expertise and bundle your transports with us. All, some, for specific routes 
or areas or transport modes. We can make your resource be more efficient and focus on 
what is important for your KPIs. Together we will find the best possible solution for your 
transports.
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